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1 Introduction

Regular languages and finite automata are among the oldest topics in computer sci-
ence and formal languages theory. They were examined already in 1950s and 1960s.
Despite their simplicity, some problems remain open. The most challenging is the
question of how many states are sufficient and necessary in the worst case for two-
way deterministic automata to simulate two-way nondeterministic automata. The
problem is connected the well known open problem whether or not DLOGSPACE =
NLOGSPACE which is an analogous problem to P vs. NP.

Finite automata have applications in software engineering, programming lan-
guages, and other areas in computer science. But they are also important from the
theoretical point of view [9]. Recently, various topics concerning this class have been
investigated. One of such topics is descriptional complexity. It studies the cost of
description of languages by formal systems.

Rabin and Scott in 1959 [28] described the "subset construction" and showed that
every n-state nondeterministic automaton (NFA) can be simulated by a determinis-
tic finite automaton (DFA) of at most 2n states. Lupanov [22] then proved that this
upper bound is tight by describing languages accepted by an n-state NFA whose
equivalent DFA requires 2n states. In the western literature, witness languages meet-
ing the bound 2n were described in 1971 in papers by Moore [26] and Meyer and
Fischer [24].

Maslov [23] investigated the state complexity of union, concatenation, and Kleene
closure. He also considered cyclic shift which is one of the hardest operation; the
cyclic shift of a language represented by a 5-state deterministic automaton may re-
quire up to 56 million states [20]. Yu et al. [30] were the first who studied system-
atically the state complexity of operations on regular languages. Their paper was
followed by a paper studying state complexity of operations on finite languages [?].
Some special operations have also been studied: Domaratzki examined proportional
removals in [3], shuffle was investigated in [2], and cyclic shift in [20].

Recently, the subclasses of regular languages have been investigated, such as,
for example, prefix-free and suffix-free languages [6, 8], ideal languages [25], closed
languages [1], union-free languages [18]. In some subclasses, the operations may
have smaller complexity, while in some others, for example, in the class of union-
free languages, the complexity of operations is the same as in the general case of
regular languages.

The paper [29] began the study of the complexity of combined operations. In
some cases, the resulting complexity may be equal to the composition of particular
complexities. However, most often, it is much smaller. Combined operations which
contain complementation seem to be the most interesting [11, 21].

The study of so called "magic" numbers is a stream of research where not only
worst-case complexities are important, but also all values that can be obtained as a
result of a complexity problem are considered. The problem was stated by Iwama et
al. [10]. The authors asked what values can be obtained as the size of the minimal
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deterministic automaton equivalent to a given n-state nondeterministic automaton.
The values that cannot be obtained in such a way are called "magic" numbers in
[27]. The following research showed that there are no magic numbers in the ternary
case [16], while a lot of them exist in the unary case [4]. Similar results for other
operations were published in [15, 17].

We study the state complexity the Kleene closure operation on regular, prefix-
free, and prefix-closed languages in the first part of this thesis. We describe a binary
language accepted by an n-state DFA with k-final states meeting the upper bound
m2n − k2n−1 for its Kleene closure. This result can be used to get a language that is
hard for the Kleene closure operation on alternating finite automata [19]. In the case
of prefix-free languages, there are only tree possible complexities n, n− 1, n− 2. In
the prefix-closed cases, we improve a know result from the literature by decreasing
the size of an alphabet used for describing the witness languages.

2 Aims

1. Summarize known results on the state complexity of operations on regular and
prefix-free languages

2. Study the operation the Kleene closure on regular, prefix-free, prefix-closed
languages

3. Investigate the complexity of combined operations on prefix-free languages

4. Find the exact complexity of the star-complement-star in the class of the prefix-
free languages

5. Examine Kuratowski algebras generated by prefix-free languages; focus on the
state complexity of the generated languages

2.1 Main Results - Kleene Closure on Regular

First, we proved that the n-state automata presented by Maslov in his 1970 paper
meet the upper bound (3/4) · 2n on the state complexity of Kleene closure. We pro-
vided the n-state binary automata with k final states that meet the upper bound
2n−1 + 2n−1−k on the state complexity of Kleene closure. Our experimental results
showed that there are no holes in the hierarchy up to n = 9, even in the binary
case. Then we examined the Kleene closure operation on prefix-free languages. We
showed that the state complexity of the Kleene closure of a prefix-free language with
state complexity n may attain just three values n− 2, n− 1, and n. Finally we proved
that the state complexity of Kleene closure on prefix-closed languages is 2n−2 + 1,
and that there is exactly one binary prefix-closed language of state complexity n
such that the state complexity of its Kleene closure is 2 whenever n ≥ 3.
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2.2 Main Results - Combined operation on Prefix-free

We investigated the state complexity of combined operations with concatenation in
the class of prefix-free languages. We can usually obtain a much lower state com-
plexity for combined operations compared with the compositions of the state com-
plexities of individual operations. However, for some cases, the state complexity of
combined operations and the composition of state complexities are the same. We
have examined union, intersection, and star combined with concatenation. For each
of these combined operations, we obtained a tight upper bound. To prove tightness
we used binary or ternary alphabets, except for L∗1 · L2 where we used a growing
alphabet of size n + 3. We conjecture that a binary alphabet is always optimal.

operation prefix-free languages |Σ|

L1 · (L2 ∪ L3) m + np− 4 3

(L1 ∪ L2) · L3 (m− 2)(n− 2) + (m + n− 4)p + (p2 − p + 2)/2 2

(L1 ∩ L2) · L3 (m− 2)(n− 2) + p 2

L1 · (L2 ∩ L3) m + np− 2(n + p) + 4 2

L1 · L∗2 m + n− 2 2

L∗1 · L2 (m− 1)(2n−1 − 1) + 1 n + 3

Table 1: State complexity of combined operations on prefix-free languages; m, n ≥ 4.

2.3 Main Results - Star Complement Star on Prefix-free

We investigated the star-complement-star operation on prefix-free languages. We
proved that if a prefix-free language L is accepted by an n-state deterministic finite
automaton, then the language L∗c∗ is accepted by a deterministic finite automaton
of at most 2n−3 + 2 states. We also proved that this upper bound is tight for every
alphabet containing at least two symbols. We showed that the state complexity of
the star-complement-star of a unary prefix-free language is 1, except for the language
{a}, where it is 2. Our computations showed that if n ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, then there
exist exactly one, up to renaming input symbols, binary prefix-free language of state
complexity n such that the state complexity of its star-complement-star is 2. We
proved that this true for all n ≥ 4.
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n\sc(L∗c∗) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 average

3 - 2 1 - - - - - - - 2,333

4 18 1 7 2 - - - - - - 1.75

5 374 1 83 37 24 2 - - - - 1.737

6 10374 1 1638 353 482 359 172 42 26 6 1,71

7 356623 1 47123 5259 7501 8194 8044 4450 2663 1867 1,738

Table 2: The frequencies of the complexities and the average complexity of star-
complement-star on prefix-free languages in the binary case; n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

n\sc(L∗c∗) 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

7 896 447 608 174 - - 164 26 - -

Table 3: The frequencies of the complexities 11-18 of star-complement-star on prefix-
free languages in the binary case; n = 7.

2.4 Kuratowski algebras on prefix-free

We studied Kuratowski algebras generated by prefix-free languages under opera-
tions of positive closure and complement. For each 9 possible algebras we proved
whether or not it can be generated by a prefix-free language. In each case when the
Kuratowski algebra can be generated by a prefix-free language, we found a regular
prefix-free generator which maximizes the complexities of all generated languages.
Then we considered Kuratowski algebras generated by factor-free and subword-free
languages under operations of Kleene closure and complement. In this case there are
12 possible algebras. We proved that seven of them cannot be generated any factor-
free language. In all the remaining cases, we found a binary regular subword-free
generator which maximizes the complexities of all generated languages.

Case B(L) State complexities Prefix-free generator
(1) L 1 (2) ∅ (ε)
(2) L, L+ n, n Fig. 1
(5) L, L+, L⊕ n, n, 1 Fig. 2
(6) L, L+, L⊕, L⊕+ n, n, n, n Fig. 3
(8) L, L+, L⊕, L⊕+ n, n, 2n−3 + 2, 2n−3 + 2 Fig. ??
(9) L, L+, L⊕, L⊕+, L+⊕ n, n, 2n−3 + 2, 2n−3 + 2, 2n−3 + 2 Fig. ??

Table 4: Prefix-free generators of Kuratowski under positive closure and comple-
ment maximizing complexities of generated languages. Cases (3), (4), and (7) can
not be generated by any prefix-free language; n ≥ 5.
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Case E(L) State complexities Subword-Free
Generator

(1a) L, L \ {ε} 2, 1 ε
(1b) L, L ∪ {ε} 1, 2 ∅
(2a) L, L∗, L+ 3, 2, 3 {a} over {a, b}
(5) L, L∗, L⊕ ∪ {ε} n, n− 1, 2, 1 {an−2} over {a, b}
(8) L, L∗, L⊕, L⊕∗, L⊕+ n, n− 1, 3, 2, 3 {a, bn−2}

Table 5: Binary subword-free generators of Kuratowski algebras under Kleene clo-
sure and complement maximizing complexities of generated languages. Cases (2b),
(3a), (3b), (4), (6), (7), and (9) can not be generated by any factor- or subword-free
language.

and here we have prefix-free generators

s 1 . . . n− 4 n− 3 q f qd
a

b

a

b

a a

b

b

a

a, b

a, b

Figure 1: The binary witness DFA A for case (2) with sc(L+) = n.

s 1 . . . n− 3 q f qd
a a a a a

a

Figure 2: The unary witness DFA A for case (5).
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s 1 . . . n− 4 n− 3 q f qd
b

a

c

a, c a, c a, c

c

a

a, b, c

Figure 3: The DFA A for case (6); all undefined transitions go to the dead state qd.
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